
                   

                                                                                                               

 
 
 
 
      

HOPE CELL – CONCEPT BEYOND THE FUTURE 

NATURAL GAS REFORMER 

COST EFFECTIVE, AFORDABLE; ON DEMAND; SAFE; CLEAN ENERGY SOLUTIONS 

HOPE CELL reformer converts electrical energy or heat energy to hydrogen gas through 

extraction from a hydrocarbon source. This process conveys and conserves energy in form 

of a clean source suitable for on-demand, on-site utilisation on stationary as well as mobile 

applications. Process presents itself as an effective solution to generate clean power through 

well develop fuel cell. Despite billions being invested in developing fuel cell, we are still 

feeding it with hydrogen gas generated through “dirty” energy over-demanding steam 

reforming, as a part of the oil production. 

Our design is employing an improved technology of plasma discharge to produce anomalous 

quantities of hydrogen gas from hydrocarbon medium.  This process initiates additional 

thermo-ionic energy emission; it is magnified throughout the cell and results in the highest 

overall output (highest energy efficiency). The discovery of the principles for relocating; 

directing and magnifying of plasma discharge in the robust stainless-steel enclosure allows 

numerous practical applications in everyday life. This technology can be adapted to many 

existing devices and utilities which consist of significant technical and capital input, therefore 

bridging the gap of technology in the transition from 20th to 21st century; from hydrocarbon 

fuels to hydrogen technological energy solutions, with the excessive reductions in toxic 

emissions whilst ensuring a prosperous economy. 

The proposed extraction of hydrogen from natural gas through HOPE CELL reformer 

results in clean hydrogen fuel, and ability to remove/safely dispose carbon which in 

the process becomes solid soot. This on-site highly efficient process effectively 

utilises energy conservation as well. 

On the scale of decarbonisation process through which the human technology has been 

evolving over the last two centuries, natural gas is the cleanest hydrocarbon with the highest 

ratio of hydrogen to carbon. It is widely available, still relatively cheap and easy – safe to 

handle. 

                    

 

 



                   

                                                                                                               

 
 
 
 
      

 

 

Cracking (decomposing) of natural gas - CH4 through HOPE CELL applications has several 

major advantages in comparison to established reforming processes used at the moment.  

The HOPE CELL reformer comprises of these significant characteristics: 

 

- Lowest energy consumption – highest energy efficiency 

- Starting and stopping of process – close to instantaneous 

- Scalability of application  

- Easy control of variable output 

- Cracking approaching 100% 

- Wide variety of hydrocarbon fuels used in cracking 

- Carbon as a by-product – clean solid soot easily removable, sold separately 

as an highly priced resource in several industries 

- Simplification of the reforming process 

- No need for catalyst - no catalyst deactivation  

- No carbon build up 

- On demand usage for individual applications 

- Low cost  

 

 



                   

                                                                                                               

 
 
 
 
      

 

 

Due to these advantages, HOPE CELL applications can dramatically improve the 

opportunity for hydrogen utilisation on a wide scale. The applications can be used as 

an extension of the Alternative Energy Sources as a way of highly energy efficient 

conversion and conservation of energy for stationary and mobile applications. 

 

Here is an example:    

Wind (solar) power generator containing HOPE CELL reformer – can use 

wind surplus generated electrical energy to reform natural gas delivered to the 

site and connected to the reformer. The generated hydrogen is stored and 

delivered in an exchangeable mobile container. 

 Local cogeneration of clean electricity and heat through stationary fuel cells can 

become reality for – homes, large building complexes, hospitals, schools, hotels, 

civil, government and military installations. 

Mobile applications in individual and mass transport utilisation becoming reality  

for cars, buses, trucks, … 

 

 

 The advantages of such a set up are: 

- Power plant can generate electrical energy and /or hydrogen as clean source of 

energy with minimal energy loss when calculating equivalent Kilowatt-hour of 

generated hydrogen ( taking into account up to 80%feasibility of fuel cell) 

- Power plant does not need grid if only hydrogen generation is anticipated  

- Power plant does not need hydrogen infrastructure between  

Generating – usage points. 

- Single or multiple power plants can be installed on place of maximum yield and 

are not limited to Grid proximity. 

- Conserved energy equivalent to thousands of  Kilowatt-hours can be used on 

demand through fuel cells 

- Conserved clean energy can be used in the place of usage. 

- Power plant can be installed in remote locations- away from inhabited places and 

agriculture land  

- Easy and fast modular installation with safely handling 

- Refuelling stations for transport needs can be arranged through Hope Cell 

reformer or exchangeable containers for safe, on demand usage. 

- Significantly improving safety - user friendly refuelling through automatic control. 

Due to those advantages it can be expected overall reduction in the cost of the 

plant and the cost of generated energy in excess of up to 30% comparing to 

existing solutions 

 

 



                   

                                                                                                               

 
 
 
 
      

 

 

Schematic of Wind or Solar Plant / Home Energy Station as Personal Energy 

Technology  

      

                     

  


